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Staughton Lynd teaches American History{ati Spelman College. He writes frequently for 
Commentary, Liberation, The New Republic,and other periodicals. His article, “Social- 
ism, the Forbidden Word,” appeared in Studies on the Left, Vol. III, No. 3. 
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: I GUESS I AM STILL INNOCENT. Ni ting'in the whole tawdry affair which 
‘ history will call the Oswald Case‘Hag‘éltocked me so much as the Warren 
Commission’s leak on Easter Sunday. 

After all, the Commission was set up to stop the string of leaks- 
without-evidence which has thus far constituted the Federal government’s 
presentation of the Oswald Casé:\Fifvt'the F.B.I. leaked the conclusion 
of its report to the Warren Comaitissi6éfi (the conclusion, of course, was 
that Oswald, acting alone, fired alPtht€e shots). When Jack Minnis and 
I wrote the Assistant Attorney Gerietal asking to see the F.B.I. report, 

Ay Mr. Katzenbach answered that “as' We¢well knew” that was impossible. 
* Then, on the day that The New{Républic with our article and Richard 

Dudman’s supporting comment appeared on the Washington newsstands, 
reporters were given a leaked vebsiont ‘of the Bethesda autopsy report. 
Neither the F.B.I. report nor thé alftépsy has been made public. 

But from about mid-Februaryt§Yhe end of March, there was reason 
to suppose that the Warren Co refission was honestly confronting the : 
accumulating evidence against thé theory that Oswald and only Oswald ~ SAN 
was guilty. On January 11, the Cétitinfision’s chief counsel had listed the ANY 
six areas which the Commission ‘fftp0éed to investigate; the murder of \ 
the President was not included, d@hd’one could only suppose that the 
Commission intended to accept tHé ¥B.1. report on the murder without 

’ question. Surprisingly, however, ‘Inlite February and early March the 
* Commission began to check owt the principal objections raised by 
Minnis, Mark Lane, Leo Sauvagé, ‘Richard Dudman and myself. Lane, 

, , at that time attorney for Lee Oswald'¥‘mother, was given a hearing. The 
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windshield of the President's limousine was carried in wrapped in a 
blanket to be-examined for the bullet-hole which Dudman and others 
saw. A witness who proclaimed that, regardless of what anyone said, he 
had heard four shots, was flown to’Washington from Dallas. The doctors 
who conducted the autopsy at Bethesda Naval Hospital were questioned. 

During this same period the head of the American Bar Association 
was asked to represent Oswald’s interests before the Commission, although 

x when Mark Lane requested this statis’earlier he had been told it was Ree ae SEAS PANG EMA RE unnecessary. During the same period Marina Oswald finally managed to Sees ee lee Sa shake loose from the sinister “lawyer” and “business agent” who had 
fastened themselves on her after the assassination. One began to hope. 

Then for about two weeks silen¢e descended over the work of the 
Warren Commission. All through Passion Week the Commission’s silence 
continued. The Passover festival of liberation went by without response 
from the Commission. Then on Easter Sunday reporters were told that 
the Commission had found no evidence to disprove the belief that 
Oswald and Oswald alone was guilty, but that the report would take 
months to write. The big lie, it turned out, was not dead. It had risen. 

Now THERE ARE three leaks, and still no solid evidence to back up any 
of them. The evidence, such as it is, was brought forth by Dallas District 
Attorney Henry Wade and by F.BiI: local agent Gordon Shanklin in 
press conferences on Sunday, Novémber 24. Since then the F.B.I. has said 
nothing and has commanded all those whom it interviewed to say nothing, 
too. Meantime the government case as presented by Wade and Shanklin 
on November 24 has been riddled by the critics aforementioned, and by 
Thomas Buchanan abroad. In rebuttal, exactly’ two pieces of additional 
evidence have thus far been forthcoming to sustain the government’s 
charge. ‘ 

Boek 

AOD HE 
O.. Is THE AUTOPSY leak. Newspaper versions of this leak have the 
same confused, contradictory aspect as newspaper accounts about every 
other facet of this case. Some stories (¢e.g., New York Times, Dec. 17) said 
that the first bullet did not hit the President's throat but entered his ‘ 
back “‘where the right shoulder joins the neck.” Others (e.g., Washington \ a 
Post, Dec. 18) placed the bullet’s.entry five to seven inches below the aN x at 
collar line. ornate . oN \ uN 

Moreover, the alleged back wound — which no one at Parkland Hos- ANS ' 
pital noticed as the President’s coat, shirt, undershirt and braces were NY 
being removed — is said to have been,only two or three inches deep, with 
no injury to vital organs. This raiseg.other questions. If the first bullet 
was not fatal, why did the President, make no sound in the five seconds 
before another, fatal bullet struck,-him? If the first bullet entered the 
President’s back, why did his hand.moye convulsively to his throat? And 
if no vital organ was injured, how,ds it that the Dallas surgeons were 
convinced that the first bullet to hit the President entered his lung? On 

| November 30, the New York Times.,described the scene in the emer- 
| gency room, stating: “Then one of the doctors noticed a frothing of blood * 

at the neck wound. ‘He’s bubbling air’ the doctor said. This means a hole 
‘in the lung.” That description was ‘consistent with Dr. Kemp Clark’s 
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statement (New York Times, Noy,'-27) that the first bullet struck the AREER; President at the Adam’s apple, ranged downward into his body and did a ut AN aN _ not exit. Another of the Dallas susgedns, Dr. Robert Shaw, went_so far een . as_to specify that the first_bullet Had, enféfed the throat_and coursed 
downward 'to puncture the right lung '(New York Herald Tribune, Dec. 
1). ‘Thus, if oné™ bélieves the léak:iaboui the alleged autopsy, one is 
Yrequired to reject not only the testimony of the Dallas surgeons as to 
the nature of the wound in the President’s throat. One must also dis- 
qualify their repeated, explicit statements that the bullet which entered 

. the throat coursed downward, pungtyring a lung. 
, € Most serious contradiction, an press reports of the autopsy in- 
y 3 volves the bullets. As Minnis and.-I ‘stated in “Seeds of Doubt,” the 

identification of the gun allegedly, helonging to Oswald with the Presi- 
dent’s death was made on the basig:of a bullet supposedly found on a 
stretcher by a Secret Service man. Now, if we accept the autopsy leak, 
that bullet must have been the bullet which entered the President's back, 
for, according to the leak, both byllets,two and three fragmented. Bullet 
two, the bullet which struck Governer Connally, is said to have frag- 
mented in such a way that a splinter, passed out through the windshield 
of the limousine. Bullet three, which ,struck President Kennedy’s head, 

{is said to have fragmented in suc way that a splinter passed down 
through his neck and out at the Adam's apple. By this explanation the | 
hole in the windshield and wound, in the throat are accounted for after | 

{a fashion. Peis 
But what thereby becomes impossible is the story of the bullet on | 

the stretcher. Since bullets two, and,,three fragmented — bullet three, 
jaccording to Time magazine (Dec, 0), “literally exploded in Kennedy’s , 
|head”— then the only bullet whigh,gould have remained intact to be 
‘found on the stretcher was bullet:one., This was the bullet which, accord- 
.ing to the autopsy, entered the Presjdent’s back. But, also according to 
‘the autopsy, that bullet “was foun -deep in his [the President's] shoulder” 
(Washington Post, Dec. 18). U.S, News and World Report (Dec. 30) 
likewise affirmed that the first byllet.“struck President Kennedy in the 
back . . . and lodged in his body." Seemingly, after the first report of the | 

' autopsy leak somebody noticed that this new version of the assassination 
made the earlier story about the. bullet found on a stretcher impossible. 
For on Dec. 30 Newsweek had this,tg-say of the bullet which, according 
to the Washington Post, had been found deep in the President’s shoul- 
der: “This bullet, the Navy dogtors believe, probably dropped out of 
the President’s body and was the ‘png:reported found on his stretcher at 
Parkland Hospital in Dallas.” jy 344 4 

2 if Thus the autopsy leak, far frogp settling all problems as to how the { 
President was killed, only addgy further complications. Consider how 

; much more economical an hypaghesis-zesults if one supposes that the first 
' bullet came from in front. It traye|s.from the viaduct at a slight down- 
ward angle; it passes through the:windshield at a point (as Mr. Dudman- 

. has described the hole to me) abqué,mid-way between the two sides of / 
. the windshield and mid-way between. bottom and top; still traveling at 
Kuen downward “angle, it entery President Kennedy's throat at the! 

éd 
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Adam's apple. If one chooses to believe that there was a back wound, One can go on to suggest that thesballet, after entering the throat, trav- eled through the body at a slightedownward angle and exited — not entered — about six inches belowlthe ‘collar line. ‘The hypothesis of a shot from in front restores credibiligyto a number of witnesses. It would even make believable, for the first'sinle, the story of the bullet found on the stretcher. But of course it also‘requires giving up the idea that the bullet found on the stretcher wasidived by Lee Oswald. 
In conclusion with regard to:the-alleged autopsy: I think the public is justified in saying flatly to the:MVarren Commission that any report from the Commission which does hot: include the full text of the F.B.I. . report, the full text of the Bethésda: autopsy, and the Commission’s ° evaluation of these documents, is thareby disqualified as an adequate answer to the questions which thé>mation is asking. 

HOY wo 
j walls. 

Tee SECOND PIECE of new evidence fdr the government case, the picture of Oswald holding the alleged mif¥der” weapon and a copy of The Mili- tant, is not new: it was mentioned gOofi after the assassination. But by a curious coincidence, Life magazine“pyinted this picture on its cover just at the time when Mark Lane obtaifi photostats of affidavits in Wade’s office indicating, among other ifn#s, “ that paraffin tests showed no i. powder burns on Oswald’s cheekéi atid that a witness to Patrolman Tippit’s murder described the killer as, short, stocky and bushy-haired. Thus the Life picture was a “coVerftin more senses than one: it was picked up by newspapers and in many cases (e.g., the New York Times) run side-by-side with garbled versions Of Lane’s revelations. (I believe, incidentally, that the story of Oswald's illeged involvement in the spring 1963 assassination attempt on Genefal“Walker was cooked up to “cover” the news, which also appeared on Novéthber 28, that Mrs. Paine had told the F.B.I. in October where Lee Oawall'worked.) 
This photograph was Life thagazine’s third contribution to the Sa ‘ ne ’ search for truth in the Oswald Case2? i¢ first was Marina Oswald’s seclu- : ct aN ‘ sion by Life correspondents, whié#®pPassed without transition into her EY vt a NS semi-official confinement, under staat interrogation, by government —_ HAAG agents, The second Life contributidq' 

a movie sequence of the assassinatiod token by Mr. Zapruder, an amateur photographer. As first published¥f4 AWe issue of November 29 these frames showed President Kennedy #@éking straight ahead as the first : TOMER NA bullet struck him. A few days 1at€¥"“L¥fe published a memorial issue, | A AN using much of the same material. Meantime, however, the official theory ca of the first shot had changed. NéW $®¥#as leaked tQ reporters that the ~ Presidential limousine had passed khet DG ository but that the President was turning “far to the right” whe#?adtullet entered his throat at the Adam's apple. No problem for Lifé:¢#7%emorial isspe simply presented a different set of frames, one of wHXH Swed the President turning, not far to the right, but sufficiently righéwate to lend credence to the official line. (Later still, of course, “our lin @idtiged again.” It was realized that the President would have had to bk faeifig backward for a shot to enter 
L 
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ROR A: his throat from in front. At that Bota : i was asserted that there was no 
Tee entry wound in the throat.) A#OP Bs SA \ Ty wot . : . . a In view of its earlier contributé ‘fF for one am prepared to believe 

Mark Lane when he says that Lifé@b¥iously doctored” the cover photo 
-of its February 21 issue. Lane assért®€h@t there are three versions of this 
photograph: one showing the rifle without telescopic sight, two showing 
the sight but differing in other détifils#*This would make sense because 
the question of the sight is a notoriéds #feak link in the official case. The 
first version of A. Hidell’s money‘orde¥/allegedly purchasing the Mann- 
licher-Carcano allegedly found in“#ie Dépository said that the order was 
for $12.78, the cost of the rifle wi y Mpht, yet the president of Klein’s 
Sporting Goods in Chicago affirm at the weapon was shipped with 
sight attached. The money order ‘WwS¥ttign said to have been for $19.95, 
the cost of the carbine with sight Mtge ed; and the picture, of course, 
would have to show the sight too! : 

p
o
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W ane THE GOVERNMENT and its‘alf &‘§mong the media have produced 
no evidence worth the name eftf y November 24 or thereafter, 
Lane, Sauvage and Buchanan havé prddpced a substantial body of testi- 
mony making the government case seem‘¢ven weaker than it did in mid- 
December, when “Seeds of Doubi'(#H@ Lane’s “Defense Brief” were 
published. Honored 

Among the more spectacular ‘itémd' uncovered are the affidavits al- 
ready mentioned, to the effect that: thelparaffin test on Oswald’s cheeks 
was negative (conclusive evidence 3¢ had not fired a rifle), and that 
at least one onhooker saw a man Kill'Pztrolman Tippit who in no way 
resembled Lee Oswald. Benen 

Equally impressive is the sheaf 3g{i@jilavits by witnesses who thought 
the shots came from the railroad Wadteg or ornamental wall in front of SNA 
the motorcade, rather than from ¥88 Depository behind it. These wit- ve \ 
nesses include Roy Truly, managetoL the Depository; four employees of ce 
the Dallas Morning News, who hdG°¥fjr names and addresses printed 
in that paper but were never visitéd#9athe F.B.I.; and Mrs. Billy Hill, 
a Dallas school teacher closer to the 4ipypusine than’ any other spectator 
when the first shot hit. MrsHill st@ted@ot-only-that-the-shots-appeared— 
to come “from-in-front of the limoti¥inéd-but also that.she heard four to 
six shots. She says the F.B.I. assuré¢dihiér these extra reports were fire- 
crackers or echoes. Also, Lane has attaffidavit. from a reporter who heard | 
the first broadcast about the crime o¥ét BJallas police radio. The broadcast 
said that all the’ shots appeared to€ogit from the viaduct. (Television 
viewers will-recall “frequent referencégto “the grassy knoll” and the 
iaduct during the first few hours after.the assassination.) 

‘I thought the most significant:he@ thing in Sauvage’s Commentary 
: article was the fact (which he piékédqup from Gene Roberts of the 
_ Detroit Free Press, and confirmed With: Roy Truly) that five workmen 
' were laying a plywood floor until iovte:November 22 in the room from 
which Oswald is supposed to have3#let. Much has been made of the 
cigarette package, empty pop bottléwtid partly-eaten chicken found in 
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oe ae SARE = the room: they conjured up anjimagg of a cold-blooded killer, calmly a SEER eating a chicken leg as he waited for his man. Now it appears, Sauvage “ Se States, that it was not Oswald (a'nonsmoker) who left these remains, but a AN ‘One of the five workmen, Mr.,;Bonnie Ray Williams, who downed a SS “bottle of pop and chewed on apiece: pf chicken at the 10 o'clock smok-. AN SES ing break, ioghy 6 : . S I assume that readers of this-joyrnal have read at least one of the articles by Minnis and myself, by zLane, by Sauvage, and by Buchanan (The New Republic, Dec. 21, A968; nT he National Guardian, Dec. 19, 1963; Commentary, March 196 A’ Express, Feb. 20 and.27, Mar. 5 and 12, 1964). Accordingly, I will nok sehearse once more such questions as: 1. How did Oswald get so quickly :frem the sixth floor of the Depository to the second-floor lunchroom ,where,he was seen by Mr. Truly and a policeman minutes after the agsassination?; 2. How was it that Oswald was permitted to leave the building but then recisely identified over police radio as a probable suspect at 12:36 (the assassination was at 12:31); 3. How did Oswald reach his apartment on the other side of Dallas so quickly, traveling as.ihe :38 alleged to have done by bus, taxi and foot through the congested, downtown area?: 4, What concrete evi- dence exists as to when, howjand by whom Patrolman Tippit w: nurdered? ree" : Other questions, less frequgatly gaised, are: 1. : was President Kennedy's route through Dall: necessary detour past the Deposito: ‘determined?; 2. If, as is commonly supposed, Oswald fired at Teast €; bullet which struck, Governor Con- nally in the right shoulder and 4 1d in his left thigh, how is it that 

Aes 

‘ 

4 

Governor Connally clearly stated that ‘he was turning left, not right, When 
ese qiiéstions tend tg:undermine the official case rather than 

value o 
to“ offer“an_ a lernalive explanation, . 
presentation lies particularly in: providi 
onspiracy. In-addr 

ity that about ten days before-N 

adve 
day’ 

La 
¥ having been on trial when Lane ap- 

viiftigynot difficult to guess who t erson was. As yet, however, full. on for an z ati 
as not been” discovered 

\ SARS 

SOY f oe RSi}; 
L SO, WHAT Lessons follow? As far.@s I am concerned, the partiality of the F.B.I., the unforgiveable sloppiness of the Warren Commission, the strange inactivity of Robert Kenneily, all add up to one general conclu- sion about the Federal government,in the Oswald Case: Nobody in a position of power cares enough about the simple truth to risk his political life for it. It was this kind of coyer-up by persons not originally in the 
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: conspiracy which kept Dreyfus on Devil’s Island ten long years after CATA 
AN ‘ SE REERR -insiders knew that he was innocent. Here, too, the nation looked to the Ca 
SA SO Federal government for justice and thus far, at least, it has looked and 

4 A waited in vain. 
Some time ago my friend Arthur Waskow wrote in Liberation that 

those who expected a reign of terror after the assassination need to 
“explain why it didn’t happen. The Establishment, Waskow concluded, is 
more humane and amenable to reason than we had supposed. 

i I don’t know why there wasn’t a reign of terror after Dallas. And 
yet the lesson I draw from November 22nd and what has happened since 
1s the opposite of Arthur Waskow’s, I_have been saying for some_time 
that fascism in America was a real and present danger. One said these 
words, ani one hardly acted on them: they did not seem quite real. 

Sa Well, they are becoming more real to me. There had been moments — 
es So CEES the U-2 crisis, for instance — when I felt, not just helpless, but suffocated 
CR and threatened by an atmosphere which was one great lie. Since last 
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they were t ware _ “ 
; Put it another way: Many will remember Clifford Odets’ Depression Say 
play, “Waiting For Lefty.” All during the play the striking cab-drivers 
-wait for their leader, Lefty. I think that from here on out in this coun- 

, in ifetimes all_be waiting for Righty. The lesson ofthe 
¢ a_quaint expression, the pé ve for thé 
comin: iod is fascism. 
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